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Abstract - Because of agile beam capability, Multifunctional 

phased array radar (MFPAR)can perform not only search and track 

targets but also test and verify targets. Therefore an effective 

scheduling tactics is required so that the time and energy resources can 

be effectively allocated to optimize the overall performance of 

MFPAR. Analyzing the design principle of adaptive scheduling 

algorithm for MFPAR, this paper presents specific indexes to evaluate 

performance. Aiming at MFPAR, this paper uses improved genetic 

algorithm as adaptive scheduling algorithm. The algorithm can 

reasonably schedule radar tasks in the scheduling interval on the basis 

of their priority, dwelling length, comprehensive efficiency and the 

time constraint of scheduling interval. The validity of scheduling 

algorithm is proved by the results of simulation. 

Index Terms - phased array radar, genetic algorithm, scheduling 

interval, comprehensive efficiency 

1.  Introduction 

The performance of the phased array radar scheduling 

strategy is crucial to taking advantage of its flexible beam 

scanning [1]. The design method of the phased array radar 

scheduling strategy has many ways, among which fixed 

template, multi-templates, part template and self-adaptive 

scheduling algorithm are usually used[2].Currently the 

self-adaptive scheduling algorithm is the most effective design 

method for phased array radar.  Reference [2] has given a 

definition of the self-adaptive scheduling strategy. Based on the 

work above, this paper puts forward a improved genetic 

self-adaptive strategy, which aims at maximizing the efficiency 

of phased array radar in limited time. The simulation results 

shows the scheduling algorithm from this paper can improve the 

scheduling efficiency and time utilization of the phased array 

radar in limited radar time resources.  

2. The Design of Scheduling Strategy and Performance 

Evaluation Indexes  

The overall structure of the phased array radar scheduling 

strategy is shown in Fig.1, and the main task of the radar is 

shown in TABLE 1. The computer system of radar summarizes 

all the radar tasks, analyzes them preliminarily, evaluates the 

threat degree for each task in some way, and further divides 

these tasks into different priority levels. Puts the task with 

priority level into a scheduler, schedules the resources in the 

self-adaptive scheduling algorithm from this paper in limited 

time, and gets three schedule lists(task execution list, task delay 

list and task abandon list).The task execution list refers to the 

radar tasks which need to be executed immediately at current 

scheduling interval, and radar antenna system displays rational 

beams according to the task parameter. The task delay list refers 

to the not so important tasks which cannot be executed 

immediately for current radar resource limit, and they are reput 

to the l radar task overall task at next schedule interval to 

schedule twice. Task abandon list is used to store unimportant 

radar task in order to reduce unnecessary radar resource needs. 

For example, a radar task is to trace a certain target, its threat 

degree don’t need to trace precisely, which only a small amount 

of tracing beams will do. This task’s comprehensive 

effectiveness is low according to the self-adaptive scheduling 

algorithm, thus it will be put in the task abandon list when other 

tasks are busy. Therefore, radar tasks can be ranked adaptively 

according to each effectiveness value using this scheduling 

model, enabling the rational distribution of radar resources in 

continuously variable circumstances. 

 

Fig.1 The overall structure of the phased array radar scheduling strategy 
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TABLE 1 The main task of MFPAR 

Identifier The type of radar task Priority Dwell time 

1 Verification 6 6 ms 

2 Precision tracking 5 2 ms 

3 High priority search 4 6 ms 

4 Common tracking 3 4 ms 

5 Missing processing 2 5 ms 

6 Low priority search 1 5 ms 

A.  Principle of the scheduling algorithm 

1) Priority principle: 

Make the length of scheduling interval Ｔ, the set of tasks 

during the interval  nr,...,rr 21，Ｒ＝ . 
ji r,r when ir  and jr  

compete for the same time slot, if ir  priority is iY , jr  priority 

is 
jY , then 

ji YY  , ir  is scheduled preferentially ,when 

ji YY  , and vice versa. 

2) Time utilization principle 

Make the task ir  persistence length of scheduling interval 

iＴ , then: 
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3) efficiency maximization principle : 

At the same scheduling interval, radar tasks cannot 

maximize the comprehensive effectiveness of phased array 

radar only according the priority ranking, the beneficial impact 

factor of the same priority ranking tasks at different time 

ranking should be taken into consideration. If the priority of 

losing trace is 2 (TABLE 1), but it ranks first at the same 

scheduling interval, then its beneficial impact factor is 0.9 

according to the actual situation and expert experience. If it 

ranks last at the same scheduling interval, then its beneficial 

impact factor is 0.1 because the phased array radar may lose its 

trace permanently as time goes by. The scheduling algorithm 

should rank each radar task according to each task’s priority, 

persistence length and beneficial impact factor, thus 

maximizing comprehensive effectiveness. 

B.  Performance evaluation indexes and self-adaptive 

scheduling model 

To evaluate the comprehensive effectiveness of phased 

array radar at the same scheduling interval, this paper defines 

radar task capacity and beneficial impact factor, and establishes 

self-adaptive scheduling model based on the scheduling 

principle above. 

1) Single radar task capacity( iREV ) 

 iii gREV ＴＹ  ,  

Among this:  g  is capacity function, designed 

comprehensively according to priority principle and time 

utilization principle. iREV  is larger if priority higher and 

persistence length longer, and vice versa. The design of  g  

has a certain amount of flexibility, adopting the forms below： 

  b

iiii ag ＴＹＴＹ  *)1(,  

Among this: a  and b  are adjustment 

coefficient( 1,0,  baba ) ， the larger a  gets, the 

smaller b  gets. The more iY  influence  iREV ,the less iＴ  

does. When a  equals 0, then iY  has no influence towards 

iREV , and when b  equals 0,then iＴ  has no influence  

towards iREV . 

2) Beneficial impact factor ijU  

  ijU  is the beneficial impact factor which ranks No. i  at 

scheduling interval Ｔ, and mainly determined according to the 

actual situation and expert experience. If the scheduler needs to 

deal with 9 radar tasks at certain scheduling interval, then the 

beneficial impact matrix is  
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3) Self-adaptive scheduling model 

Contraposing the performance evaluation  

indexes, the self-adaptive scheduling model is  

established like what is shown below: 
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                                        (2) 

The comprehensive effectiveness maxE  of phased array 

radar is calculated by the self-adaptive scheduling algorithm, 

then identify the radar task which should be put in the task 

execution list at scheduling interval T, put the radar tasks which 

are outside the scheduling interval into task delay list and task 

abandon list according to certain judgement standards[5]. Fig.1 

shows the specific process. 
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3. The Improved Genetic Algorithm for Scheduling of 

Phased Array Radar 

A.  Traditional genetic algorithm steps 

The Fig.2 shows the program flow of the traditional 

genetic algorithm [3].  

B.  The improved genetic algorithm for scheduling of phased 

array radar 

Phased array radar scheduling interval time in millisecond, 

determines its search for a short time. Additionally, we need to 

find the global optimal solution as much as possible, and 

scheduling interval maximum comprehensive efficiency. This is 

a unity of opposites of the problems existing in traditional 

genetic algorithm: the search efficiency and the search space of 

the problem, namely the problem of direction and randomness. 

Enhancing the directivity can improve the efficiency of genetic 

algorithm, increasing the randomness can increase the global 

searching of genetic algorithm, these two factors determine the 

performance of genetic algorithm: these two aspects of 

equilibrium are directly determined by the crossover probability 

Pc  and mutation probability Pm . 

 

Fig.2  The program flow of the traditional genetic algorithm 

The crossover probability controls probability of 

crossover operation being used. The larger crossover 

probability can enhance the ability of genetic algorithm to open 

the search area, but the possibility of high performance mode 

being damaged also increases. If crossover probability is too 

low, the genetic algorithm may fall into a torpid state. Mutation 

operation belongs to the auxiliary operation in the genetic 

algorithm, and its purpose is to keep the diversity of the swarm. 

Generally, variation of low frequency can prevent the loss of an 

important, single gene in a population. Variation of high 

frequency will make genetic algorithm tends to pure random 

search. 

In order to make the genetic algorithm own higher global 

optimality and efficiency, we increase the crossover 

probability Pc  and mutation probability Pm when the 

algorithm is convergent in advance ideally. Reduce Pc  and 

Pm early in the algorithm, so as not to damage the searching 

efficiency of genetic algorithm. For the high fitness individuals, 

we use low Pc and Pm , in order to maintain the excellent 

individuals. For the lower fitness individuals, we use higher 

Pc and Pm , in order to promote the evolution of the 

individual. The size of Pc and Pm is not only connected with 

convergence of the algorithm, but also related with individual 

fitness. This paper introduces the improved adaptive formula[4], 

which is improved from adaptive crossover rate and mutation 

rate proposed by Striniras. As the following shows us: 

  avg

avg

max avg

avg

Pc1-Pc2 f -f
Pc1- f f

f -fPc=

Pc1 f <f
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  max

avg

max avg

avg

Pm1-Pm2 f -f
Pm1- f f

f -fPm=

Pm1 f <f


 


 

（ ）
maxf

:  

The maximum fitness value of the population 

avgf
: The average fitness value of each generation group 

f  : The larger fitness value in two crossover individuals 

f : The fitness of variation individuals 

Generally, Pc1=0.9 , Pc2=0.6 , Pm1=0.1 ,

Pm2=0.01 .According to the actual situation, the numbers 

can be adjusted properly .From the above formulas, we can see 

that, max avgf -f
 Is a measure of the algorithm’s convergence 

degree. When the algorithm converges to a local optimal 

value, max avgf -f
become lower. At this point, we should increase 
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Pc and Pm , in order to make the algorithm escape from local 

optima as soon as possible. avgf -f
or max avgf -f

is used to 

measure the individual's excellent degree. When the fitness 

value is lower than the average fitness value, 

corresponding avgf -f
or maxf -f

will be increased. It tells that 

the performance of this individual is not good. And we should 

use the larger Pc and Pm ; the avgf -f
or maxf -f

of the 

individuals which own high value of fitness reduces. At this 

point, Pc and Pm will be decreased to ensure the excellent 

individuals not damaged or missing for crossover and mutation. 

4.  Case Analysis 

Assuming the scheduling interval is 

50ms, T=50ms .There are 12 radar tasks, whose  

task sets is:
 1 2 12R= r r r， ，

.

 

TABLE 2  REV  of tasks 

The task number 
1r  2r  3r  4r  5r  6r  7r  8r  9r  10r

 11r
 12r

 

Identifier 1 4 2 6 3 5 1 2 3 6 4 4 

Priority 6 3 5 1 4 2 6 5 4 1 3 3 

Dwell time 6ms 4ms 2ms 5ms 6ms 5ms 6ms 2ms 6ms 5ms 4ms 4ms 

REV  
9.798 5 4.9497 3.3541 7.3485 4.4721 9.798 4.9497 7.3485 3.3541 5 5 

 

Their task properties can be seen from TABLE 1. when 

5.0a  and 5.0b , REV of each task can be seen from 

TABLE 2. 

According to the actual situation and the experience of 

experts, we get the beneficial matrix U  through a certain 

algorithm [6]. 















































0.140.140.340.440.230.500.540.440.340.230.140.50

0.150.150.350.450.240.510.550.450.350.240.150.51

0.160.160.360.460.250.520.560.460.360.250.160.52

0.260.260.450.470.260.530.570.470.450.260.260.53

0.360.360.550.480.360.540.580.480.550.360.360.54

0.460.460.190.490.460.550.590.490.190.460.460.55

0.180.180.210.510.480.570.610.510.210.480.180.57

0.210.210.240.540.510.600.640.540.240.510.210.60

0.250.250.280.580.550.640.680.580.280.550.250.64

0.330.330.360.660.630.720.760.660.360.630.330.72

0.420.420.450.750.720.810.850.750.450.720.420.81

0.520.520.550.850.820.910.950.850.550.820.520.91

U

Assuming the time and resource is constraint, make 

comprehensive efficiency E trend to maxE .We use the 

improved genetic algorithm to solve this problem. Parameter 

settings is that, population NC is 30,the largest genetic 

algebra GEN is 50, the length of chromosome m is 12, 

crossover probability Pc1  is 0.9, Pc2 is 0.6,and the mutation 

probability Pm1  is 0.1, Pm2  is 0.01. 

Solve the problem with Matlab. After 50 iterations, the 

target assignment result is shown in TABLE 3. 

TABLE 3  The allocation results 

The task number 
1r  2r  3r  4r  5r  6r  7r  8r  9r  10r

 11r
 12r

 

The allocation results 2 7 10 8 4 5 1 6 3 9 `12 11 

 

The total efficiency of this scheme is 39.5442. 

Fig.3 shows us the objective function of optimization 

solution after 50 iterations. From the simulation results, we can 

see that the optimal solution can be gotten after 22 iterations. 
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Test times 

Fig.3 The simulation results 

According to time constraint formula (2), when the 

scheduling interval is 50ms, we can arrange task 

7 1 9 5 6 8 2 4 10 3r , r , r , r , r , r , r , r , r , r , the time totally is 47ms. Task 

11 12r , r will be put into delay task list, abandon the task list 

through certain standards of judgment[6]. 

5. Conclusions 

The paper improves the probability of crossover and 

mutation to make genetic algorithm better. It not only enhances 

efficiency of GA but also increases the probability of global 

optimum. The paper’s simulation is on the basis of adaptive 

scheduling algorithm. It presents detailed process of scheduling 

algorithm, quantitatively analyses scheduling efficiency. The 

simulation results indicates that scheduling algorithm with time 

constraint of scheduling interval can make comprehensive 

efficiency maximum—it increases time use ratio of  MFPAR on 

the basis of priority principle. 

The scheduling tactics of phased array radar should 

consider the constraints of time, energy and computer resource.

  The paper only considers the constraint of time, and 

should further research adaptive scheduling algorithm on the 

comprehensive constraints of time, energy and computer 

resource. 
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